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Source Installation

• Download simx from
http://hea-www.harvard.edu/simx
Install via: (requires c compiler)
unix% tar -zxf simx-2.4.2.tar.gz 

unix% cd simx-2.4.2 
unix% ./configure --prefix=`pwd` 

unix% make 
unix% make install 

Unix% cd test; make test (optional)

•  Tested on OS X and various flavors of Linux



What is simx?

•  General-purpose event simulator, used for a number 
of missions including Athena, Hitomi, and AXIS 

•  Latest release is Version 2.4.2. Available at:
http://hea-www.harvard.edu/simx

•  Not a ray-trace code, but it can use PSF images to 
generate realistic simulations; also includes vignetting, 
background and detector response information to 
reproduce most observed effects
– Excludes single-scattering

•   Works on linux & OS X



Astro-H SWG 2012

http://hea-www.harvard.edu/simx

simx models the PSF with vignetting where available.  
Instrument responses & backgrounds are treated in 
the same fashion as XSPEC ‘fakeit’

simx Required Inputs:
•  Source information

•  Type – FITS image, point source, flat field
•  Spectrum – XSPEC model or single energy
•  Flux
•  Position in sky (RA, Dec)

•  Mission information
•  Satellite / Detector / Filter
•  Pointing direction (RA, Dec)



Current Release

Version 2.4.2 – AXIS Setup in xselect.mdb
AXIS:FocalLength        9.5
AXIS:PSFType          GAUSSIAN
AXIS:PSFFWHM            0.3
#AXIS:PSFFile           $SIMX/inputs/AXIS/psf/MicroX_EEF_100222.fits
AXIS:VigType          VIG_NONE
AXIS:VigFile            None
AXIS:WFI:DeadTimePerEvent       6e-3
AXIS:WFI:MidResDeadTime 1.5e-3
AXIS:WFI:PixelSizeX     7.83
AXIS:WFI:PixelSizeY     7.83
AXIS:WFI:NumberPixelsX  4096
AXIS:WFI:NumberPixelsY  4096
AXIS:WFI:FieldOfView    10.0
AXIS:WFI:FileRMF        $SIMX/inputs/AXIS/axis-01nov16.rmf
AXIS:WFI:FileARF        $SIMX/inputs/AXIS/axis-01nov16.arf
AXIS:WFI:FileBkgnd



Running simx

•  Detailed instructions in the ‘doc/’ directory list how to 
install and run simx.

•  Sample run:
–  unix% pset simx OutputFileName=MyRun 
–  unix% pset simx Exposure=100000 
–  unix% pset simx SourceFlux=5e-11 
–  unix% pset simx SourceImageType=Image 
–  unix% pset simx SourceImageFile=a2029_img.fits 
–  unix% pset simx SourceSpectrumType=spec.dat 
–  unix% pset simx SourceSpectrumTpe=XSPEC_File 
–  unix% simx 

•  Output is MyRun_evt.fits, usable with ds9, xselect



Sample run

Two 1 ksec runs with the Astro-H SXI model (part of the simx 
test suite)at 1 and 6 keV.  Both sources have the same energy flux; 
the change is due to the energy and effective area differences.

The file on the right shows the merger of the two files, using the 
simxmerge utility.



SIMPUT

“We present a standard format for source input files to be used in 
simulations of astronomical observations. Each source file contains 
a catalog with one or multiple sources, which are described by 
specific properties such as position, brightness, energy spectrum, 
as well as optional characteristics such as time variability, 
polarization, and spatial extent.

This file format defines a common basis to exchange data between 
different software packages and scientific groups.”

Simput v1.0.0 Definition Document 
Schmid, Smith & Wilms (2010) 



SIMPUT

A SIMPUT file can hold:

•  A “canonical” model for a calibration source, including 
interdependent imaging, timing, and spectral information

•  A 4π collection of AGN with any desired dN/dS 
distribution

•  The ROSAT Bright Source Catalog with spectral 
information

•  A galaxy cluster with spatially-varying spectrum and a 
bright central AGN that varies on 10 ksec timescales  



SIMPUT

Structure of a SIMPUT file:

Full document available at SAO HEASARC site:
http://hea-www.harvard.edu/heasarc/

under “Fits Formats” link



SIMPUT

Example SIMPUT file:



SIMPUT

Some immediate possibilities for SIMPUT files:

•  The Crab nebula, the canonical X-ray 
calibration source, combines:
– A pulsar with 5% of the nebular flux
– A slowly-varying nebula observed at high resolution 

with Chandra
– A largely but not entirely power-law spectrum over 

a wide range of energies.

• Would allow consistent modeling across 
different detectors, different satellites.



SIMPUT

Some immediate possibilities for SIMPUT files:

•  The CXB is not a diffuse background, and in 
fact bright sources dominate the average value.
– Variable dN/dS shapes
– Variable upper flux limits (we have known 

positions for the brightest sources after all) 
– Would enable sophisticated background models 

that could be used with any Astro-H detector



SIMPUT

Some immediate possibilities for SIMPUT files:

•  SIMPUT files can have complex lightcurves, 
including NS bursts and QPOs that are 
spectrally-varying.

•  To be truly useful, though, simx will need more 
detailed information regarding how times are 
assigned for each detector.



SIMPUT

http://cetus.sternwarte.uni-erlangen.de/~erosim/



SIMPUT

http://cetus.sternwarte.uni-erlangen.de/~loftsim



SIMPUT &  simx

•  For more complex fields/input conditions, can 
use SIMPUT format files
–  http://hea-www.cfa.harvard.edu/heasarc/

fitsformats-heasarc.html
–  http://www.sternwarte.uni-erlangen.de/research/

sixte/simput.php

• Used by eRosita and Athena missions to 
maintain consistent simulation inputs 

•  SIMPUT files based on the RASS, CDF-S & 
other catalogs created by Wilms group



SIMPUT &  simx

•  Simx now by default automatically generates a 
SIMPUT file if you provide an input spectrum/
image/etc.

•  This SIMPUT file can be reused to generate 
the same results – or stored to provide a 
permanent record of what was used for a given 
simulation



SIMPUT &  simx

Original Mode:
unix> simx mode=hl OutputFileName=AH_SXI_CasA \
        SourceImageType=Image SourceImageFile="reference/casa.fits" \
        PointingRA=350.86651 PointingDec=58.81176 Exposure=1000 \
        SourceFlux=2.6e-9 SourceSpectrumType=XSPEC_File \
        SourceSpectrumFile="reference/casa_spec.dat" \
        MissionName=Astro-H InstrumentName=SXI FilterName=None

SIMPUT version:      
unix% simx mode=hl OutputFileName=AH_SXI_CasAsimput \
        UseSimput=yes SimputFile=AH_SXI_CasA_simput.fits \
        PointingRA=350.86651 PointingDec=58.81176 Exposure=1000 \
        MissionName=Astro-H InstrumentName=SXI FilterName=None



SIMPUT &  simx

•  Simx uses the standard SIMPUT library 
distribution, which also includes as standard 
tools to:
– Merge simput files.  E.g., if you wish to combine a 

pulsing point source with a background image to 
create a model of a pulsar wind nebula, you can.

– Create new simput files from an input deck
– Develop complex simput files from an MHD model, 

etc.



SIMPUT &  simx

Chandra Deep Field-South
500 ksec, Astro-H SXI

Axially-symmetric PSF
SIMPUT CDFS file; note
CDF-S FOV <  SXI FOV



SIMPUT &  simx

Chandra Deep Field-South
500 ksec, Astro-H SXI

Measured 2-D PSF
SIMPUT CDFS file; note
CDF-S FOV <  SXI FOV



Conclusions

•  That address again:
 http://hea-www.harvard.edu/simx

•  simx can determine how well a point source can 
be extracted from diffuse emission or 
background, or to see how well a radial profile 
can be measured.

•  Suggestions or bug reports?  
rsmith@cfa.harvard.edu


